ACSA Captains’ Meeting
January 13, 2010
YMCA Town Lake
Austin, Texas

Adoption of minutes postponed because we do not have copies from previous meeting.

There some rainouts last season, most teams got to play 10 games.

Food arrival caused the secretary to leave the meeting, consequently all meeting activities taking place during his absence were not recorded.

**Officers Reports**

**Division 2** – notetaker returns

**Division 3** – Mike Toth, not sure who won.

**Division 4** – Alyssa’s team won the division. A brief discussion of promotion and demotion followed.

**Division 5** – Ollington researched the wrong division, was prepared for a D6 report.

**Division 6** - Molly

**Frank Allcorn** - Only 28 teams registered so far. Deadline is Friday.

Kevin has been working on website improvements. Frank’s life is getting easier because of that. Player cards are now being done online and it is much more efficient. 1600 cards in 2 weeks!! Cards do tend to languish at Soccer USA. Your roster is key. Discussion followed.

Request for recourse in the case of missing cards of registered players. Question is referred to Paula, Ref Coordinator.

**Old Business**
Web site issues: cancellation button and insurance forms.

**New Business**


2. We’re setting up a Twitter account for rainout notification. Does the league’s FaceBook page get updated?

3. Suggestion to look into web based meeting option. Discussion followed.

**MOTION** Marcus Ollington moved, and about 20 people seconded to adjourn. Motion carried.